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Abstract—Large video collections such as YouTube contain
many different video genres, while in many applications the user
might be interested in one or two specific video genres only. Thus,
when users are querying the system with a specific semantic
concept like AnchorPerson, andMovieStars, they are likely aiming
a genre specific instantiation of this concept. Existing methods
treat this problem as a classical learning problem leading to
unnecessarily complex models. We propose a framework to detect
visual-based genre-specific concepts in a more efficient and accu-
rate way. We do so by using a two-step framework distinguishing
two different levels. Genre-specific concept models are trained
based on a training set with data labeled at video level for genres
and at shot level for semantic concepts. In the classification stage,
video genre classification is applied first to reduce the entire data
set to a relatively small subset. Then, the genre-specific concept
models are applied to this subset only. Experiments have been
conducted on a small 28-h data set for genre-specific concept
detection and a 4168-h (80 031 videos) benchmark data set for
genre-specific topic search. Experimental results show that our
proposed two-step method is more efficient and effective than
existing methods which do not consider the different semantic
levels between video genres and semantic concepts for both the
indexing and the search tasks. When filtering out 80% of the data
set, the average performance loss is about 11.3% for genre-specific
concept detection and 31.5% for genre-specific topic search, while
the processing speed increases hundreds of times for different
video genres.

Index Terms—Efficiency, genre classification, genre-specific con-
cept detection, semantic indexing.

I. INTRODUCTION

S EARCHING video content is difficult, because the volume
of video increases rapidly while we lack the proper tools to

handle large-scale video sets. Search in popular search engines
is still by tags only. However, tags are subjective and noisy,
and, in many cases, they are not reflecting the content. Semantic
indexes derived from video content have been proven to be a
convenient way of accessing video [1], but semantic concepts
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Fig. 1. Imagine that we want to buy a new bicycle and we are searching pic-
tures of bicycle in a commercial context. Using user-contributed web tags or
automatic machine tags in isolation will not be sufficient.

can vary widely in visual appearance, and efficient processing
is still a difficult task. Though in some cases the audio or meta-
data can provide additional distinguishing information, they are
often not available, and their utility is still limited. Therefore, in
this paper, we only consider visual information.
To improve the effectiveness of visual information, we could

use the observation that large video collections in general con-
tain different genres, such as news broadcast, home-video, ad-
vertisement, music, sports, and movies. Computing complex
concept models for all of the data in every genre requires large
computational resources. Having videos classified into genres
is one way to make the search task more efficient. In many ap-
plications, the user is interested in one or two specific genres
only. For example, imagine that we want to buy a new bicycle;
we then need bicycle pictures from commercial advertisements,
not from real-life photograph collections containing a bicycle,
as illustrated in Fig. 1. More examples are a police investigator
examining a hard drive of a computer only for illegal material, a
new parent searching videos of baby products, and a sports fan
exploring cars in formula one videos. When doing topic search,
the topic “Barack Obama” or “Bush attacked using shoes during
press conference in Iraq” only need to be searched within the
“News-Broadcast” genre. Thus, to handle large-scale video sets,
using genres might be a feasible and practical solution.
Semantic indexes to videos can be computed at two different

levels, namely at the genre level related to the video as a whole
and at the semantic concept level (or at the topic level in topic
search) which operates on shot or subshot level. To detect
genres, we can make use of the fact that a video genre is a set of
videos sharing similar style [2], which is chosen by the director
of the program, where the style fits the purpose of the genre. In
automatic image annotation, Duan [3] tries to label images in
groups taken at the same location, with the same setup, or over
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the same trip. Automatic video genre categorization [4]–[6] is
feasible when sufficient metadata are available, but, in cases
where these are lacking, a content-based solution is required.
At the semantic level, research in concept-based video indexing
focuses on building large numbers of unrelated individual
semantic concept detectors [7]–[9] such as sunsets, indoor,
outdoor, cityscape, landscape, and forests, or creating a set
of concept detectors based on knowledge such as the concept
ontology described in [10]–[12].
Genres and semantic indexes have an intimate relation.When

considering this relation, we should distinguish the following
two cases. The first case occurs when a concept is specific to one
or two genres, i.e., it almost never occurs in other genres. For
example, MovieStars appear in Movies, and AnchorPerson oc-
curs in Broadcast only. As these concepts only appear in certain
genres, we can focus on a genre-relevant subset, ignoring other
irrelevant genres. In the second case, one concept might occur
in several genres where it has different visual characteristics.
For instance, considering the Person concept. In a movie, actors
seldom look into the camera directly, whereas in home video
or in mobile phone video talking heads or frontal faces appear
quite often. Another example is the concept Table in theMeeting
genre, which is more restricted than the generic Table concept.
For many concepts, there are variations among different genres,
resulting in diverse visual appearances for one concept. Obvi-
ously, this variation becomes less if we restrict the analysis to
videos in a particular genre type, and hence concept detection
becomes easier. When the users only care about a certain con-
cept within a target genre (such as the Commercial-Bicycle ex-
ample), the generic concept models are prone to be under-fitting
in such a narrow domain. To improve, genre-specific concept
models need to be derived from the subset within the specific
genre.
In the above cases, it is possible to utilize video genre clas-

sification to filter out most of the irrelevant materials, resulting
in a relatively small subset of the original data set, as illustrated
in Fig. 2. Consider the above case of buying a bicycle again.
Users are only interested in Commercial-Bicycle, so all of the
Non-commercial-Bicycle andNon-Bicycle videomaterial can be
thrown away. Using such amethod also contributes to efficiency
when efficient global feature are applied for genre classification
as this step works on the full set and subsequent steps on smaller
subsets.
In this paper, we consider detecting genre-specific semantic

concepts for a given video genre in an efficient way by cre-
ating a two-step framework. In the first stage, the video genre
models are trained using efficient global features, and then the
genre-specific concept models are trained using complex local
object-level features, within the target video genre only. In the
classification stage, we first perform video genre classification
to quickly filter out most of the irrelevant videos. The genre-spe-
cificmodels are then used to classify the remaining video subset.
Of course, this introduces the risk of throwing away videos con-
taining the target concept, so we need to carefully handle the
tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In

Section II, we review related work. We introduce our frame-

Fig. 2. Our two-step framework for genre-specific video indexing. First, based
on efficient video genre classification, we reduce the entire set into a much
smaller subset by performing video-level quick filtering to filter out most of
the irrelevant videos. Then, the more complex genre-specific concept models
using expensive object-level features are used to classify the estimated subset
of the test set, based on the outputs of the video genre classification.

work in Section III. In Section IV, extensive experiments are
presented, followed by conclusions in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK

We briefly introduce video genre classification and concept-
based semantic indexing and then discuss how to detect genre-
specific concepts.

A. Video Genre Classification

Automatic video genre classification started with Fisher [4]
in 1995. It has been followed by many other works focusing on
archive data [5], [13], [14] or web data [6], [15]–[17]. Most of
these methods consider video genres as a one-layer flat struc-
ture, while a hierarchical ontology is applied in work such as
[5] and [17].
By using title-based information only, Song [16] proposes

an incremental support vector machine (SVM), with the help
of online Wikipedia propagation, to categorize large-scale web
videos. Wu [15] combines contextual and social information
for web video categorization. The semantic meaning of text
(title and tags), video relevance from related videos, and user
interest are integrated to robustly determine the video genre.
In [6], Yang proposed a multimodality web video categoriza-
tion algorithm, which includes a semantic modality and a sur-
rounding text modality. In Borth’s TubeFiler framework [17],
the first-level genre is found based on text information such as
tag and title, and the second-level subgenres are fine-grained
based on visual features. All of these methods rely on suffi-
cient metadata such as texts or tags; when these metadata are
not available at all, a content-based method is the only feasible
solution.
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Yuan [5] presents such a content-based solution based on a
hierarchical ontology of video genres, in which the basic genres
are: movie, commercial, news, music video, sports, and so on.
Then, only two of those (movie and sports) are further divided
into a couple of subclasses. Their hierarchical SVM is effec-
tive for the generic problem of video genre classification but
ignores the fact that, in many applications, users might be only
interested in a limited number of genres for further analysis. In
these cases, treating each level in the same way (with the same
model and the same feature) is not so efficient, especially for
large-scale video sets. In addition, they do not make a connec-
tion from a genre to a concept within that genre.

B. Semantic Indexing

Until now, many concept detectors have been obtained
using different pattern recognition techniques. In early litera-
ture [7]–[9], specific concept detectors, such as news anchor
person, sunsets, indoor, outdoor, mountains, and forests, have
been developed specifically for the target concepts. Other work
explores the relationships between semantic concepts, such as
hierarchical models [11], the co-occurrence of two concepts
[18], actions, or objects in context [19], [20] and inter-concept
relationships [12], [21], [22].
The TREC Video Retrieval Evaluation (TRECVID) confer-

ence [23], [24], started in 2001, provides a large test collection
as a benchmark for all participants. Among others, systems such
as IBM system [25], MediaMill from UvA [26], the Tsinghua
System [27], the Columbia system [28], and the Informedia
system from CMU [29] have been developed for this bench-
mark. With more and more powerful computing resources, de-
tecting a large amount of concept detectors is now feasible [10],
[30], [31]. TRECVID has started the trend to move from spe-
cific-purpose build models to generic models suited for every
genre. This is a positive solution for generic concept detec-
tion, but methods require complex statistical models to cover
the large variations in appearance over the different genres.
Our goal is different from the traditional concept detection

as introduced above. Rather than having one complex model
covering all genres, we consider a large set of simpler genre-
specific models.

C. Genre-Specific Concept Detection

The methods described in the previous subsections either
consider genre classification or concept classification. In [32],
we introduced a method to detect genre-specific concept detec-
tion in the video domain by combining the genre and concept
classification. This method yields a generic methodology for
deriving genre-specific concept detectors. The fast document
ranking [33] and Static Index Pruning [34] methods deal with
similar issues in the IR domain. In the references, the genres
are restricted to the results of a ranking where elements are
possibly relevant and irrelevant; for video genre classification,
we have to deal with diverse genres.
In this paper, we improve the work in [32] in three aspects,

given here.
• Instead of using the same complex feature for both genre
classification and genre-specific concept detection, we

apply efficient global features in the stage of genre classi-
fication. Within a small subset, we then train genre-specific
concept models using complex local object-level features.

• To obtain additional speed-up, we skip the step of shot seg-
mentation and randomly extract a couple of frames from
each video and show that the results remain at the same
level of accuracy.

• In addition to the 28-h video set used in [32] for genre-
specific concept detection, we use a large-scale benchmark
set, which contains 80 031 YouTube videos totaling 4168
h, for genre-specific topic search.

III. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

We now detail our proposed framework, which is illustrated
in Fig. 3. To predict a given genre-specific concept, we use a
two-step strategy: video genre classification is first applied to
filter out most of the irrelevant videos, and then the genre-spe-
cific concept models classify the samples within the estimated
subset for the given video genre. The genre structure we deal
with is not necessarily a hierarchy, as we are not targeting the
general problem of genre classification. To detect the genre-spe-
cific concepts, in principle we only need to separate the whole
data set into two subcollections: relevant and irrelevant.
Suppose there are in total video genres

, semantic concepts
, and let the genre-specific con-

cept set be defined as

(1)

where is the concept within the video genre .
Further, assume we have a training set with videos

, where all of the videos are segmented into
video shots (small clips), and representative key-frames are ex-
tracted, resulting in a key-frame set .
Our goal is to predict the posterior probability of a genre-

specific concept, given a sample video shot and not present in
any of the videos in the training set :

(2)

where is the prior probability of the genre-specific con-
cept . As some concepts are restricted to specific genres,
many of these priors will be zero, and hence all of these pos-
terior probabilities are also zero.
The detailed information of “video-level quick filtering” and

“genre-specific concept detection” for both training and classi-
fication stages are now introduced step by step.

A. Two Schemes to Train Genre-Specific Concept Models

There are basically two ways to train genre-specific concept
models. The first option is to train genre-and-concept models
directly as classical methods; we call these joint models. The
second option is to train concept models only within the target
genre, where the video genre classification in the operational
phase is used to quickly filter out irrelevant videos; we call these
cascade models.
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Fig. 3. Detailed data flow diagram of the proposed two-step framework (applying cascade models). If we ignore the step of video-level quick filtering, this diagram
degenerates to the one for joint models.

(a) (b)

Fig. 4. Two schemes to train genre-specific concept models: (a) joint models and (b) cascade models. In each subfigure, the whole rectangle denotes all possible
shots and their distribution for a genre , a concept , or a genre-specific concept .

The required data annotations for the joint models and the
cascademodels are illustrated in Fig. 4. For a given target, which
can be a video genre , a genre-specific concept , or com-
binations of and , let be a subset of the whole frame
set containing only positive samples of the given target and

be a subset of the whole frame set containing only
negative samples of the given target. For example, for training
joint models , is the positive sample set,
while denotes the negative sample set. For training, the
genre-specific concept model , de-
notes the positive sample set, and indicates the
negative sample set.
1) Joint Model: For the first option, we map the task of de-

tecting the genre-specific concepts to a classical concept detec-

tion problem, but with different definitions of the classes. In
particular, we define classes as the intersection of a genre and a
concept. For each genre-specific concept , the key-frames in
each shot are labeled as positive (positive for genre and positive
for concept) and negative otherwise. For a given genre-specific
concept , we build a model as

(3)

based on the annotations for a genre-specific concept .
Finally, we apply the joint model to retrieve the

posterior probability of the given shot

(4)
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2) Cascade Model: For the second option, we apply a
two-step strategy: the genre models are trained based on
video-level genre annotation, and the genre-specific concept
models are trained (and applied) only within the target genre.
Now, for a given video genre , we build a model

(5)

based on the set of training videos. With the genre model, given
a sample video , we can compute the probability

(6)

For a given genre-specific concept , we build a model

(7)

based on a set of annotated examples for only within the
target genre . The posterior probability of the given shot for
cascade models are

(8)

For the cascade models, it is worth noting that they save a
large amount of human labor during the training stage, as the
video-level genre annotation is much quicker than shot-level
concept annotation. The advantage of cascade models is that we
can deal with genre classification more efficiently (using simple
features) at the video level and handle the subsequent genre-
specific concept detection (only on a subcollection) at the shot
level.

B. Video-Level Quick Filtering

1) Shot-Level Genre Models: Video-level genre annotations
do not indicate which individual video frames are specific to
the target video genre and which do not. As a consequence, the
genre type of each video frame can be derived from the master
video clip, but with noise. For example, there might be black
frames that are not suitable as positive samples and likely to
mislead the training process of the shot-level genre models. In
addition, duplicated frames within the same video are redun-
dant and might bias the classification. To deal with this, all of
the black frames are eliminated from both the training set and
test set for genre classification. Duplicated frames are also elim-
inated from the training set, keeping only one instantiation.
It should be noted that, though the video-level genre anno-

tation is more efficient than shot-based or frame-based genre
annotation, this annotation strategy also has its side effects,
including, in particular, noisy data annotation when considering
the annotations individual frames receive. For a large-scale
video data set, shot-based or frame-based annotation is al-
most not possible. Thus, the above-mentioned procedure for
video-level annotation is the only feasible solution.
Based on the annotations of the video genres, a set of genre

models can be trained as

(9)

where is defined in (5).
As the genre classification has to be performed on the whole

collection, for large-scale video data, the step of shot segmenta-
tion is still expensive. To improve efficiency, we observe that
actually this segmentation step might be skipped completely,
and a set of representative frames (in-
stead of the former key-frame set ) for
a video might be sufficient. Thus, we perform random frame
extraction from both the training and test videos for the quick
filtering step. Further, we apply efficient global features such as
color-only features to obtain the shot-level video genre models.
2) Video-Level Fusion: The shot-level genre model

outputs the shot-based score for genre . To make
the classification more precise, these shot-level scores within
a given test video are combined into a video-level score by

(10)

where is the number of shots within the test video .
Suppose is the test video set. For the target genre , we

discard useless videos (i.e., videos more likely to be in other
genres) according to their scores. These scores are computed
based on posterior probabilities of the target video genre, and
only those with scores higher than a predefined threshold are
kept for the final concept classification stage. What remains is a
relatively small subset of the test set

(11)

which will be the input for the genre-specific concept classifi-
cation in Section II-C, with a threshold parameter.

C. Genre-Specific Concept Detection

1) Training Genre-Specific Concept Models: For each genre
, we train a set of genre-specific concept models within all of

the videos from the genre , i.e., all of the videos outside the
target genre will be ignored. The genre-specific concept models
are

(12)

where is defined in (7). Accordingly, the full set of
genre-specific concept models is

(13)

2) Applying Genre-Specific Concept Models: Based on the
above estimated subset , we apply the genre-specific
model to obtain the posterior probability of the
sample test shot belonging to the genre-specific concept ,

. To make the search more efficient, the subcollec-
tion of videos to be searched is itself ordered by decreasing the
likelihood of containing those concepts. This further improve
the efficiency and effectiveness.
We summarize all of the above models in Table I. For the cas-

cade models as an example, when applying video-level genre
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TABLE I
POSTERIOR PROBABILITIES OF DIFFERENT MODELS: 1) JOINT MODELS AND

2) CASCADE MODELS

models on the test set , we get a series of posterior probabili-
ties given a test sample video from the test set. Based
on these scores, the irrelevant videos will be eliminated from the
test set for further processing. Based on the remaining subset, a
ranking of the input shots is obtained based on genre-specific
concept or topic models.
Our two-step framework has the additional advantage that we

might not have to use complex features for the ultimate applica-
tion of concept detection (depending on the target concept itself)
because we divide the data to be processed into groups of more
specific concepts which can be expected to have less variation
in their visual appearance.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We now experimentally verify the effectiveness and effi-
ciency of our two-step framework in genre-specific concept
detection and in genre-specific topic search. We first show
the performance of video genre classification, and then we
evaluate the genre-specific models with both ground-truth
genres and estimated genres. For evaluating the effectiveness,
we compare the cascade models with the joint models. For
evaluating efficiency, we consider how much time can be saved
when applying the two-step cascade models compared with the
case of using complex object-level features and at what loss in
performance.

A. Data Set and Basic Setups

1) Data Set: We use two data sets to evaluate our method for
two different tasks. The first set is a large benchmark set (with
incomplete topic annotation available), which is used to eval-
uate genre-specific topic search. While the second smaller 28-h
dataset (with complete concept annotation available) is utilized
to evaluate the genre-specific concept detection.
The first set is the MCG-WEBV benchmark set [35] from the

Chinese Academy of Sciences, which contains 80 031 YouTube
videos from December 2008 to February 2009. This comprises
the most viewed videos of every month on YouTube and is
called the “core set.” The database of the related videos and
ones uploaded by the same authors is called the “expanded set”.
As listed in Table II, the core set has 3283 videos, and the ex-
panded set contains 76 748 videos. For video genre classifica-
tion, we use one month’s video in the core set as the training set
(mcgcoredevel), another two months of videos in the core set as
the validation set (one month for mcgcoretest1a) and the test set
(one month for mcgcoretest1b), respectively. For the genre-spe-
cific topic search, the whole core set (mcgcore) is applied as the
training set, and the expanded set (mcgexpanded) is used as the
test set. In total, 15 YouTube video genres have already been
labelled based on category tags on the whole data set. Based on

TABLE II
MCG-WEBV BENCHMARK SET (VERSION 1.0) CONTAINS TWO MAIN

SUBSETS. THE CORE SET CONTAINS 3283 VIDEOS, AND THE EXPANDED SET
CONTAINS 76 748 VIDEOS. THE CORRESPONDING UPLOADING TIME IS FROM

DECEMBER 2008 TO FEBRUARY 2009

a topic cluster strategy [35], in total 73 topics (see Table III for
ten topics with more positive videos) are manually labelled only
on the core set. Note that the topic annotation on the expanded
set is not available. We use these incomplete annotations (not
all positive videos are annotated) for training the genre-specific
topic models in our framework.
Another small 28-hour video set, six video genres ( :

Broadcast, HomeVideo, Porn, MiscOnline,1 Sports, and Soap)
are manually labelled at video level. Based on the above genre
annotations, seven semantic concepts within each genre are
annotated at shot level : FrontalFace, Child, Indoor,
Outdoor, CloseupNudity, CloseupBreast, and Women-Bikini.
In the use case mentioned above (a police investigator ex-
amining a hard drive of a computer for illegal material), the
police investigators are interested in specific concepts such as
CloseupNudity and CloseupBreast. Furthermore, the people
related concepts such as child and CloseupNudity and the scene
concepts such as Indoor and Outdoor provide important clues
for further investigation. We detect 15 genre-specific con-
cepts (formatted as genre-concept): Broadcast-FrontalFace,
Broadcast-Indoor, Broadcast-Outdoor, HomeVideo-Child,
HomeVideo-Indoor, HomeVideo-Outdoor, MiscOnline-Indoor,
MiscOnline-Outdoor, MiscOnline-Women-Bikini, Porn-Close-
upNudity, Porn-Indoor, Soap-FrontalFace, Soap-Indoor,
Sports-Indoor, and Sports-Outdoor.
2) Experimental Setup: For a certain genre-specific concept
, each video within the target genre is first segmented into

video shots, and representative key-frames are selected from
each shot. Thus, for the target genre and for each genre-spe-
cific concept, all the key-frames in each shot are labelled as
positive or negative samples. For the genre classification, we
extract simple color-only features denoted by color64 (44-dim
color correlogram [36], 14-dim color texture moment [37], and
6-dim RGB color moment), and grid-based color64 features (2
2, 3 3, 4 4, etc.).
For the black frame filtering, we construct a 16-bin histogram

in gray scale, and filter out any frame with the value of the
first bin smaller than a predefined threshold (0.99 in our ex-
periments). For the duplicate image detection, we use a sim-
ilar strategy as in [38]. The grid2 2-based color64 feature
is first reduced by Principle Component Analysis, and then a
32-bit hash code is computed as the unique identity of an input
image. Two images sharing the same hash code are considered
as duplicate images. Under this setting, both the black frames

1MiscOnline means the whole data set excluding the other five video genres.
This rest set mainly includes some small videos downloaded from the Internet.
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TABLE III
TEN (OUT OF 73) TOPICS IN THE MCG-WEBV BENCHMARK DATA SET. WE ONLY SELECT THE TOPICS HAVING 20 POSITIVES OR MORE

(around 1%) and the duplicated frames (around 11%) are elim-
inated from the data set.
For the genre-specific concept detection or genre-spe-

cific topic search, the dense sampling detector [39] and
Harris-Laplace salient point detector are applied in the oppo-
nent color space. Then, OpponentSIFT [40] features, a variant
of SIFT [41], are extracted based on a spatial pyramid with a 1
1, 2 2, and 1 3 layout. On top of that, the Bag of Words

model [42] is employed.
The SVM with a kernel [43], [44] is used for learning.

Parameter tuning for the SVM is conducted on the training set
using a threefold cross validation. The tuning of the parameter
in (11) is conducted on the validation set beforehand.

B. Evaluation Criteria

To evaluate different aspects of video genre classification,
genre-specific concept detection and genre-specific topic
search, we apply evaluation criteria as follows.
1) VideoGenre Classification: To evaluate the result of video

genre classification, we use a confusion matrix to see which
genres are confused most.
2) Genre-Specific Concept Detection: We use the Average

Precision (AP) as a measure to evaluate the shot-level results
of the video genre classification in the top 500 returned video
shots (AP@500) and in the top 1000 returned video shots
(AP@1000).
The efficiency curve is defined as the relative loss in per-

formance [e.g., measured as mean average precision (MAP)]
versus the percentage from the test data set kept after filtering.
The relative loss is compared with the case where the full data
set is kept and normally the highest MAP is achieved. When
only part of the test videos are kept, the performance is likely to
have a certain loss. The efficiency curve illustrates the trend of
this performance loss based on different subsets with different
percentages kept.
3) Genre-Specific Topic Search: The precision in the top 20

items (P@20) is important in web-based search. Due to the ab-
sence of topic annotation in the test set, we use this measure to
evaluate the genre-specific topic search.

C. Results of Video Genre Classification

1) Video-Level Genre Results: We illustrate the confusion
matrix of the genre classification at video level for 15 YouTube

genres (the 15 common YouTube channels from www.youtube.
com) in the benchmark YouTube video set in Fig. 5. We ob-
serve that for several genres a quite reasonable performance
is obtained while for others especially for genres containing
many people, such asComedy, Entertainment, Peple-Blogs, and
Travel-Events performance is limited.
2) Feature Evaluation: In a small data set, the Oppo-

nent-SIFT feature can be applied for genre classification.
However, for a large data set, it is not feasible to use such
expensive features. To use an as-simple-as-possible feature, we
evaluate ten different features to see which feature can achieve
reasonable performance while keeping processing speed at
appropriate level. The results of the video genre classification
of these ten features are illustrated in Fig. 6. The best perfor-
mance is the OponentSIFT feature. The performance of grid4
4-based color64 decreases about 5.6%, while the processing

speed is hundreds of times faster than the OponentSIFT feature
(see more details in Section IV-F3). We will use this color64
feature for the step of video genre classification.
3) Random Frame Selection Versus Segment-Based: We

compare the results of video genre classification using random
frame selection versus a segment-based strategy in the 28-h
video set, as in Table IV. For random frame selection, we
divide each video file into equal-length video clips containing
100 continuous frames and randomly extract one represen-
tative frame from these small video clips. The F1 measure

, where denotes precision and denotes
recall), is used for evaluation. From this table, we can see that
video-genre classification using more efficient random frame
selection can achieve comparative performance in comparison
to a segment-based strategy.

D. Results of Genre-Specific Concept Detection

1) Cascade Model Evaluation: As mentioned above, the
two-step cascade models save large amount of human labors for
annotating training data. They also speed up the semantic in-
dexing process by reducing the original data set into a relatively
small genre-specific subset. In this evaluation, we will show
how much time can be saved, and at what loss in performance.
The efficiency curve of the cascade model is illustrated in

Fig. 7. When keeping the full test set (100%), the (baseline)
MAP is 0.478 (the loss is zero in this case). When using the two-
step cascade models to filter out 50% of the data, the (relative)
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Fig. 5. Confusion matrix of the video-based genre classification results, where the diagonal values are used to sort the -axis entries.

Fig. 6. Feature evaluation based on the task of video genre classification. These
ten features are rgb96: 96-dim RGB-space histogram, lab3d: 150-dim
-cubic LAB-space histogram, lab96: 96-dim LAB-space histogram, color64:
64-dim color-only feature as in Section IV-A2, : grid-based
color64 feature, and oppenentsift: Opponent-SIFT feature.

loss of MAP is about 2.9% (0.014 in absolute loss,
. When 20% of the data

are kept for further processing, i.e., 80% of the data are ignored,
the relative loss of MAP is about 11.3% (0.054 absolute loss,

. Even when
90% of the data are ignored, the relative loss of MAP is only
27.6%.
Fig. 7 shows the results for all of the six genres together.

However, the prior probabilities for different video genres vary.
Thus, we show similar efficiency curves for each video genre

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF VIDEO-GENRE CLASSIFICATION USING RANDOM FRAME
SELECTION VERSUS SEGMENT-BASED STRATEGY. THE F1 MEASURE IS
COMPUTED BASED ON PRECISION AND RECALL AT THE VIDEO LEVEL

Fig. 7. The overall efficiency curve of the cascade models. The x axis denotes
the percentage of the test data set kept, while the y axis denotes the loss in the
Mean Average Precision (MAP). We consider 15 genre-specific concepts in all
the six video genres.

separately in Fig. 8. From the figure, we observe that, if we keep
approximately a percentage of the data equal to its prior prob-
ability for each video genre, the average performance for these
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Fig. 8. Genre-specific efficiency curves of the cascade models. The -axis denotes which percentage of the test data set is kept; the -axis denotes the loss in
MAP of the genre-specific concept models. Different from Fig. 7, we consider each video genre separately, resulting in five subfigures. These subfigures show
some representative results for different video genres.

six genres decreases about 12%. If we keep a large portion of the
data, e.g., twice its prior probability for each genre, the average
performance decreases about 2%. Consequently, we conclude
that our two-step framework can easily throw away most of the
useless materials for the genre-specific concepts in each target
genre, while the loss in performance is in a reasonable range.
2) Scheme Comparison: We compare our proposed two-step

framework (cascade models, A1) with the classical concept de-
tection method (joint models, B). In addition, to get a better un-
derstanding of our framework, we also use the ground truth of
the video genres to obtain a subset for each target genre. We de-
note this variant of cascade models as scheme A2, defining the
theoretical limit in performance.
The performance of the above two schemes is listed in Fig. 9.
We conclude that, with accurate information of the video

genres, a variant of the cascade models (A2) indicates the upper
bound of the performance for the original cascade models (A1)
using the results of the video genre classification. The cascade
models (A1) are consistently better than the parallel models (C)
and the joint models (B) and perform rather close to the theo-
retical limit.

E. Results of Genre-Specific Topic Search

We execute the task of genre-specific topic search on the
MCG-WEBV data set. The provided annotations (only positive
videos for each topic) for the 10 topics (see Table III) in the
training set (mcgcore) are double-checked, and wrongly-an-
notated videos are eliminated from these topic annotations.
Accordingly, these 10 genre-specific topics are: News&Pol-
itics-1 (Bush was attacked), Howto&Style-3 (Google Earth

Fig. 9. Comparing the cascade models with the joint models and a variant of
cascade models using the genres’ ground truth (instead of using the predicted
genre results). TheMAP in the first 500 (left group) and 1000 (right group) shots
are listed.

5.0), News&Politics-6 (US airways crash), News&Pol-
itics-14 (Barack Obama), Entertainment-18 (Philip De-
franco), Gaming-33 (WOW game), Howto&Style-34 (Making
money online), Film&Animation-35 (Naruto Manga Cartoon),
Howto&Style-46 (Makeup introduction), and Pets&Animals-48
(Funny cats).
The efficiency curves of genre-specific topic search are il-

lustrated in Fig. 10. These results are similar to the results of
genre-specific concept detection. The main difference is that
P@20 is more sensitive than MAP, as one missed positive shot
decreases P@20 by 5%.
Further, the average efficiency curves of genre-specific topic

search are illustrated in Fig. 11. When keeping the full test set
(100%), the (baseline) average P@20 is 64% (the loss is zero
in this case). When using the two-step cascade models to filter
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Fig. 10. Efficiency curve of the genre-specific topic search. The genre classification uses the feature, and the genre-specific topic search utilizes
the OpponentSIFT feature.

Fig. 11. Average efficiency curve of the genre-specific topic search. The per-
formance loss is calculated based on average P@20.

out 50% of the data, the (relative) loss of P@20 is about 13.5%
(0.135 in absolute loss). When 20% of the data are kept for
further processing, i.e., 80% of the data are ignored, the loss
of P@20 is about 31.5% (0.315 absolute loss). Even when 90%
of the data are ignored, the loss of P@20 is less than 40%.

F. Speed-Up Factor

We compute the so-called Speed-up Factor (SF) as follows.
For simplicity, we assume each video has the same length and
the same resolution. We further assume that approximately the
same number of video shots are found in a single video each
having one key frame per shot. Finally we assume every genre
has the same prior probability, . Let be the pro-
cessing time for the process.
1) Video-Level Genre Annotation: For the joint models, the

genre-specific concept annotations are all based on shot-level,
while in our two-step framework all the genre information are
annotated based on video-level, and the genre-specific concept
annotations are only executed at shot-level on a small subset.
From the viewpoint of data annotations, the speed-up factor can
be computed as

(14)
where is the total number of the video shots in the training
video set which contains videos. Supposing ,

, .
2) Video-Level Quick Filtering: After the step of genre clas-

sification, the videos that do not belong to the target genre are

ignored, resulting in a reduced test subset, that is, the processing
time is reduced significantly, as

(15)

where is the prior probability of video genre .
3) Using Efficient Features: For video genre classification,

instead of using expensive features such as Opponent-SIFT,
using efficient features such as might be
sufficient to achieve comparable classification performances. If
we apply efficient features in the step of quick filtering, we can
achieve further speed-up compared with the use of expensive
complex features, as

(16)

where is a complex feature such as SIFT or SIFT-like
features and is an efficient feature such as color-only
features. We evaluate the Opponent-SIFT [40] (as ) and

-based color64 features (as ) for video frames with
320 240 pixels on a dual-core of 3.00 GHz Intel Core2 Duo
E8400 processor. The Opponent-SIFT feature takes about 1.5
s per frame (the time of creating the visual vocabulary is not
considered here), the takes about 4 ms per
frame. In this case, the speed-up factor .
Uijlings [45] recently reported an efficient DURF-based

Bag-of-Words feature, approximating SIFT features, which
can be extracted within 15 ms per image (ignoring the time
of constructing visual vocabulary). This feature could be an
interesting alternative for our simple color-based video genre
classification, especially for genres containing many objects.
In this case, the speed-up factor for extraction will be less, but
likely it would allow for leaving out an even larger percentage
of data when filtering. After that, full SIFT features could be
applied.
4) Overall Speedup Factor: To simplify the comparison to

the traditional methods of semantic indexing, we only consider
the training process and classification process. The execution
time of the traditional semantic indexing is ,
and the executing time of our proposed two-level framework is

. As in the training and
classification of video genre it is possible to use efficient fea-
tures, , and we ignore the time
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of when Finally, we combine
these speed-up factors into an overall speed-up factor:

(17)

In addition to the above, there is another speed-up in terms
of the classification stage. The number of support vectors in
the model will be less in general when a genre-specific model
has been trained. For example, in the MCG-WEBV data set, the
genre-specific topic SVM models have 470 support vectors on
average, while the generic topic SVM models on average have
1551 support vectors (about 68% reduction). Hence, also the
classification stage improves in efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a two-step framework to do
genre-specific concept detection and genre-specific topic
search. Models are built for each genre-concept or genre-topic
combination where variation in appearance for each pair is less
than for the general concept.
In the operational phase, video-genre classification is applied

first to filter out most of the irrelevant material, resulting in a rel-
atively small subset. Then, the genre-specific concept or topic
models are applied. Experimental results show that our two-step
method is efficient and more effective than joint models where
the genre-concept examples are used in a regular supervised
learning procedure. We show that, when filtering out 80% of
the data set, the average performance loss is about 11.3% for
genre-specific concept detection and 31.5% for genre-specific
topic search, while the processing speed is hundreds of times
faster depending on the video genre. As a result, we conclude
that our two-step framework provides an efficient way to do
genre-specific concepts detection and topic search. It is espe-
cially applicable in two conditions. When the importance of
generic concepts over the genres is not balanced and are mostly
to be found in specific ones, or when time is premium and the
efforts should focus first on the most promising genres where in
the background the less important concepts in other genres can
be indexed.
Moreover, we can further improve the effectiveness of our

proposed system by carefully determining the video genres. As
our goal is not to find a solution for general genre classifica-
tion (possibly hierarchically structured), the target genre-spe-
cific concepts in general only occur in one or two video genres.
Thus, in our framework, in order to detect genre-specific con-
cepts in the quick filtering step, we only need to distinguish two
video genres at most. This will achieve better performance in
genre classification than for 15 video genres or more.
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